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a fo:static-content is used to refer to a region of a page that contains static content. static content
may include static-content or static-content elements, and may also include other xsl-fo elements
that, like most elements in xsl-fo, are processed outside of the text flow of the document. static
content is often known as white space or non-text content. the elements with which a fo:static-

content is associated can be either static-content or static-content . items to consider when
developing training plans include state and local laws on handling of biological samples; state,

local, and institutional animal use policies and animal use reporting requirements, including phs
good laboratory practices; relevant sections of the usda guide for the care and use of agricultural

animals in research and teaching; the guide for the care and use of laboratory animals (guide), the
nih guide for grants and contracts, other federal requirements, and participating organizations'

policies. remember that when developing an animal program, you must consider how to develop
and maintain a quality program of experimental research and teach. it is incumbent on the

scientist involved in any aspect of animal research to consult with experts in the field so that his or
her program can be done in the most ethical, humane, and scientific way. phs teaching grant

programs must comply with the terms and conditions of the strategic plan for institutional
partnership programs in biomedical research ( plan ) to be eligible for support. part of the plan

includes maintaining a quality assurance program for the distribution of research-related
instructional materials to phs partner teaching sites. such quality assurance programs must be

developed and maintained in accordance with va policy. for more information, refer to va
memorandum no. 0520-1 for detailed information on how to develop and maintain a quality

assurance program for the distribution of instructional materials.
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